Rotor Clip Company Announces Electro Hardware as a New ROTOREXPRESS® Partner
Rotor Clip Company Inc. today announced that Electro Hardware, a division of Unicorp
Electronic Hardware & Fasteners, is now an official ROTOREXPRESS® partner. This makes
Electro Hardware the first ROTOREXPRESS® partner on the East Coast of the United States
and expands the program to 10 partners globally. The ROTOREXPRESS® partner program is
intended to give all OEMs and distributors that do not normally meet minimum requirements the
ability to buy products factory direct, fast access to Rotor Clip’s products in smaller quantities.
ROTOREXPRESS® partners have excellent product knowledge and the capabilities to service
OEM and distribution needs in order to provide the same benefits as if dealing directly with
Rotor Clip. These benefits include fast service and delivery, plus 24-hour pickup or shipping on
in-stock parts. ROTOREXPRESS® partner distributors carry the largest and most complete
inventory of Rotor Clip brand products in the industry. Rotor Clip products come with a
manufacturer warranty and full lot traceability giving customers peace of mind and confidence
when purchasing Rotor Clip products from a ROTOREXPRESS® partner. Additionally,
customers receive the same technical support through all stages of the application design and
have ability to receive the same product certifications as if dealing directly with Rotor Clip.
Electro Hardware has been in business since 1993 and is a leading distribution company,
supplying various industries with precision electronic hardware, fasteners, and various other
products. Electro Hardware is an authorized distributor to many of the industry’s leading hightech and innovative manufacturers. Their product lines include retaining rings, wave springs,
hose clamps, socket products, self-clinching fasteners, MS/NAS hardware, dowel pins, shoulder
screws, standoffs/spacers, custom parts, and other hard-to-find products. Electro Hardware offers
a large inventory, competitive pricing, top quality products, and dedication to their customers.
Rotor Clip manufactures a full line of inch, DIN, ANSI metric and JIS retaining rings to world
standards, as well as a complete line of constant section rings, spiral retaining rings, wave
springs, and hose clamps. There are over 50 different styles and over 1,000 part numbers to fit
virtually every application. Rotor Clip operates in the US, UK, Germany, China, and the Czech
Republic - providing worldwide service to its customers. Recognized globally, Rotor Clip has
received numerous quality awards from major OEMs, automotive manufacturers, and
distributors. Rotor Clip also produces its products under IATF 16949, ISO 9001, AS9100D, and
ISO 14001 standards.
Contact the company by phone at 732.469.7333 or by email at info@rotorclip.com. Rotor Clip
Company is located at 187 Davidson Avenue, Somerset, New Jersey, 08901.

